













































































































































































































































































































































































































































1) "pr血Iingslied" 「春の歌」 ( 「こどものための歌のアル
バム」)の作品番号がOp.79-19の版もある.
2) "Fruhlingsankunft" 「春が来た」 (「こどものための歌
のアルバム」)の作品番号がOp.79-20の版もある。
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Climate in spring in Germany and musical expression on "spring" in the classic and the romantic songs -A
 trial of joint activity of music with meteorology-
 Haruko Kato (Faculty of Music, Kurashiki Sakuyo University),
 Kuranoshin Kato (Faculty of Education, Okayama University)
 Every music work is, more or less, reflected by the regional characteristics of natural environment and the
 culture in each region. In order to comprehend them totally with consideration of their background and
 expression in school education, it is firstly necessary to understand the climate, culture and life in each region
 where the music works express.Such approach enables us to sympathize with the feeling of the people there,
 and to sing and accept these songs with deeper appreciation. For that purpose, joint activity between the
 different special fields would be important.         ?
 The present study is a trial of the joint research between music and meteorology/ We firstly examined the
 climatological features on spring in Germany, especially for those in "May". And then, the songs on "spring"
 in the classic and the Romantic ages there were investigated. Around May in Germany, the solar altitude and
 the solar insolation rapidly increase, and the temperature in the lower troposphere has risen close to the annual
 maximum in late May.Analyses of the songs containing the motivation for "spring" or "May" reveal various
 kinds of interesting musical expressions on "spring". Finally, necessity for extension of the joint activity of
 music with natural sciences is addressed from a viewpoint of relationship between the music expression and the
 climate.                                            i
Key words: spring season, climate and music, musical expression of German songs, seasonal variation of
 climate system, joint activity of music and meteorology
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